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A nation remembers
September 12, 2002 ◆

“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”

T H U R S D AY

Campus
falls silent

VOLUME 87, NUMBER 14
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M

With memorial services,
Eastern remembers
those lost one year ago.
Page 10-11

Freshman
numbers
highest in
history

Community comes together
to remember anniversary
◆ Hundreds gather
around flagpole in
South Quad for
reading of names
By Caitlin Prendergast
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

◆ Overall campus enrollment up 632
students, goal was 250 student increase
By Scott Miller
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N E D I T O R

Eastern has enrolled a record 2,751 freshmen this
fall, 593 more than last year and the largest increase in
the university’s history, according to an official report
released by the university Wednesday.
Official numbers show an increase of 632 students
for a total enrollment of 11,163 compared to the 10,531
enrolled in the fall of 2001.
Interim President Lou Hencken announced last
April he wanted to increase freshman enrollment by
250 students, a mark far surpassed.
“This shows Eastern is a popular school,” Hencken
said. “We are sort of the envy of a number of schools in
Illinois.”
To accommodate the extra students Eastern hired
several annually contracted faculty to teach extra course secCampus
tions, said Blair Lord, vice president for academic affairs. As of
growing
Tuesday, he was unsure how
◆ 2002 —
many faculty were hired.
11,163 students
Hencken said he was unsure
enrolled
how much extra revenue the
◆ 2001 —
university will receive from the
enrollment increase, but he told
10,531 students
The Daily Eastern News earlier
enrolled
this year the additional revenue
◆ 2000 —
would “more than cover the cost
10,637 students
of additional faculty.”
enrolled
On Wednesday, Hencken said
without the enrollment increase
“the budget would be in much
worse shape than it is already.”
Eastern was asked to return $1.7 million worth of
insurance and $624,000 in appropriations as part of a
state callback from Gov. George Ryan last year. The
callback left Eastern’s budget $600,000 less than the fiscal year 2002, Hencken said.
Hencken has not yet set the exact amount of this
year’s budget.
Eastern is also paying an extra $350,000 more for
building insurance, $72,000 to rent the former IGA on
18th Street and $102,000 for Internet connection, which
had previously been free for Illinois universities.
Additional revenue from the added freshmen will
help cover those costs, Hencken said.
“The university could not continue to drop in enrollment and expect to receive advancements in the budget,” he said.
Eastern’s overall enrollment has jumped up 6 percent from 10,531 last year to 11,163 this year, helping to
increase Eastern’s minority enrollment.
Minority students now make up nearly 10 percent of
Eastern’s total enrollment with minorities students
now totaling 1,099, an addition of 88.
Graduate student enrollment is also on the rise.
Graduate enrollment has increased nearly 16 percent
this fall to 1,635.
More transfer students also came to Eastern this
year. Last year, 938 students transferred to Eastern,
compared to the 997 transfers this fall.
Hencken said Eastern’s ideal enrollment would be
around 11,500 students, but he does not plan on increasing enrollment next year.
“I think we want to manage enrollment and even out
the classes,” he said.
Eastern’s enrollments breaks down to 2,751 freshmen, 1,743 sophomores, 2,164 juniors, 2,870 seniors and
1,635 graduates.
Of those figures, 4,630 are men, and 6,533 are women.

S T E P H E N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Chip Lynn, a freshman political science major, counts down to the time of the Sept.11
attack, Wednesday morning. He is looking at the same watch as last year, when he heard
about the attacks. Lynn is remembering a friend who was killed in the attacks.

Sept. 11, 2001 started out as a
seemingly peaceful, beautiful
late summer morning that
resulted in the tragic loss of
nearly 3,000 lives.
On a similar perfect morning,
exactly one year later, hundreds
of people gathered on the South
Quad to honor the victims of and
the heroic first responders to
the terrorist attacks.
Students, faculty and administrators, as well as Charleston
residents, stood silently around
the South Quad flagpole for
“Eastern Remembers 9/11,” the
first of three ceremonies on
c a m p u s
Wednesday.
More inside
The service began at
◆ A day of
8:40
a.m.
remembrance
photo essay.
with
the
arrival of
Page 10
law enforcement personnel, city
firefighters and representatives
of the department of military
science.
A somber silence fell over the
crowd as two officers raised the
flag.
At 8:45 a.m., the exact
moment on the East Coast in
which American Airlines Flight
11 crashed into the North Tower
of the World Trade Center, a single siren was sounded.
The flag was then lowered to
half-mast as Roger Stoner, professor of music, played “Taps”
on his trumpet.
Eighty flags representing the
various countries who also lost
citizens in the attacks were
unveiled by delegates of
Eastern’s international student
population.
Some members of the crowd
wept, others saluted, but all
SEE VICTIMS
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Eastern recalls significance, sadness of Sept. 11
By Evan Hill
S TA F F W R I T E R

It is nearly impossible to find anyone
who didn’t look at the world differently
after Sept. 11.
Years from now people will tell their
children stories of where they were
when they heard
More inside the news, and as the
first anniversary of
◆ Campus
the tragedy crept
memorial
up on students and
services held,
faculty, emotions
classes react.
were running high.
Page 11
Many
students
found the anniversary came quickly. However, without
the shock and panic of horrific events
unfolding minute by minute many felt

“In some ways today is
harder; when it happened
it was shocking, but
shock helps protect the
body and mind.”
— Doug Bock
they could deal with the events better
than last year.
“I couldn’t believe it has been a year,”
said Lindsay Sammuaels, a band graduate assistant. “I can remember it more
clearly than anything else that I can
remember a year later.”

Doug Bock, a speech communication
professor, who previously worked as a
consultant in the south tower of the
World Trade Center, said the memories
of the attacks seem worse on the
anniversary than when the even
occurred.
“In some ways today is harder; when
it happened it was shocking, but shock
helps protect the body and mind,” Bock
said.
While some students have gone
about their regular day in silent
remembrance and personal reflection,
others channeled grief into their jobs
and hobbies.
Dennis Hayslett, director of bands,
said he believes music helped convey
SEE SIGNIFICANCE
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Apportionment
Board setting goals
By Tim Martin
S TA F F W R I T E R

The Apportionment Board will
meet with the boards it funds at its
first meeting at 7 p.m. at the
Arcola-Tuscola Room today.
Amy Leonard, student vice
president for financial affairs,
will start off the meeting by introducing her goals to the rest of the
seven student, three faculty-member AB. The overview of the AB’s
goals will follow in the form of a
Power Point presentation.
“Most
people
on
the
Apportionment Board don’t really
know what it is, so I am going to
use this meeting as an opportunity
to give them a better understanding on how we will deal with the
money,” Leonard said.
The AB’s job is to look at its
budget and decide how much each
of five fee-funded boards, Sports
and Recreation, University Board,
Dramatic Players, AB and Student
Government, will be allotted.
“If we don’t like something they
do, we’ll ask them to make cuts in
certain areas of their budget, but
we’ll also suggest alternatives,”
Leonard said.
Directors and presidents from

“We as a board won’t
make any decisions
until we hear what
everyone has to say.”
— Amy Leonard
the other four fee-funded boards
will give the AB a brief overview
of what their plans are for the
year, what they will do with their
allotted money and why they
should receive it.
Ken Baker, the director of
sports and recreation, and Student
Body President Alison Mormino
will talk to the AB in today’s meeting. Caleb Judy, chair of the
University Board, and Jay Sain of
Dramatic Players will be present
at next week’s meeting.
After two weeks, Leonard and
the AB will make the final decision on the budget’s allotment in
the third meeting.
“We as a board won’t make any
decisions until we hear what
everyone has to say,” Leonard
says. “You have to do it that way to
make it fair.”

RHA planning fall
retreat at meeting
By Carly Mullady
S TA F F W R I T E R

The
Residence
Hall
Association will meet at 7 p.m.
tonight in the Thomas Hall basement.
Kevin Leverence, a sophomore psychology major and
RHA president, said there is not
an overwhelming amount of
business to discuss.
Tonight’s agenda consists of a
follow-up to previous meetings
and a discussion of new topics.
The RHA opened the floor for
new committee chair positions
last week.
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“We had a really good turnout
for
committee
sign-ups,”
Leverence said.
Chair sign-ups yielded many
applicants whose resumes have
been sorted through by the vice
president. Approvals of the
selected committee chairs will
be discussed.
A new budget plan will be presented during the meeting, and
suggestions will be presented
for this year’s RHA shirt
designs.
Planning this year’s fall
retreat is on tonight’s agenda.
Retreat ideas will be proposed
and voted on during the meeting.
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Sharing memories
Cassie McKibbin (left), a junior sociology major; Melissa Studzinski(center) a senior special education major; and
Anne Beil, a freshman elementary education major, drink coffee and chat as they return from the “Eastern
Remembers 9/11” service.

Writing designation on CAA agenda
By Edie Campe
S TA F F W R I T E R

Mary Anne Hanner, dean of
the college of sciences, has
asked the council on academic
affairs to designate 13 biology
courses as writing intensive.
Doug Bock, vice chair of the
CAA and speech communications professor, said these courses need to be writing intensive so
biology majors can complete
their electronic writing portfolios, which is a graduation
requirement.
Bock said the biology department has looked at several
courses and decided to revise
them so 35 percent of the student’s grade would be based on
writing. There would be one
assignment that has a revision
opportunity, which can be submitted for the electronic writing
portfolio.
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“Most of the meeting’s
time will be focused
toward the revision of
the speech communication curriculum.”
— Doug Bock

revised course proposals, to
make sure the courses are not
duplicating other courses and
are following an appropriate format.
At next week’s meeting, CAA
will be looking at grade corrections.
The council meets at 2 p.m.
Thursday in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.

Senate executives take part in services
By John Chambers
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The Daily Eastern News producted by the students of Eastern Illinois University. It is published
daily Monday through Friday, In Charleston, Ill. during fall and spring semesters and twice weekly during the summer term except during scholl vacations or examinations. Subscription price:
$38 per semester, $16 for summer, $68 all year. The Daily
Eastern News is a member of The Associated Press, which is
entitled to exclusive use of all articles appearing in this paper.

“These two qualities are what
make a course writing intensive,” Bock said.
A change in the evaluation procedures for the electronic writing portfolio will also be discussed.
“Most of the meeting’s time
will be focused toward the revision of the speech communication curriculum, which includes
some course proposals and a couple of new options added to the
speech communication major,”
Bock said.
Some faculty members from
the English department are concerned with the new rubric previously approved by CAA.
The new rubric contains a
four-point scale of competency
ranging from “not competent” to
“highly competent.”
The CAA will also be looking at
English 2760, English 4760 and
History 4940, which are new or

Campus morning and night
memorial services yesterday commemorating the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks drew administration,
students and others, including
Student Senate executives.
The morning service in the South
Quad consisted of flying the flag
half-mast and reading the names of
those who died in the attacks.
Alison Mormino, student body
president, participated in the name
reading.
She said the university acted
appropriately by holding memorial

“I think it’s a big
responsibility of course,
to the university.”
— Marty Ruhaak
services last year and yesterday.
“I thought it ( the morning service) was moving, obviously,”
Mormino said.
She also attended the first
evening service in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Ronnie Deedrick, vice president

for academic affairs, and Marty
Ruhaak, vice president for public
affairs, handed out flyers to those
attending the morning service.
Ruhaak said going to the services was important for senate executives.
“I think it’s a big responsibility,
of course, to the university. It’s
almost mandatory (to attend),” he
said.
Other executives agreed.
“I do believe that student government executives should attend
many different functions on campus,” said Lisa Flam, vice president
for student affairs, who attended
the evening ceremony.
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Quality of academics
becomes questionable
◆ Increased class sizes, overextended faculty lead
some to believe the educational quality is at risk
By Scott Miller
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N E D I T O R

To accommodate for the
increase in freshmen enrollment
this fall, several academic departments increased class sizes, added
more sections and hired new faculty. While that was a successful
effort in the eyes of some faculty,
others have expressed concern
that the overload of students has
put academic quality at risk.
Eastern administrators say
steps have been made and are
being made to accommodate the
extra students, including hiring
new annually contracted faculty as
well as tenure-track faculty
throughout the academic year.
“I have authorized more searches for tenure-track faculty than
last year,” said Blair Lord, vice
president for academic affairs.
“This summer was only focused on
annually contracted faculty.”
Hiring more instructors will better distribute faculty workloads
and give professors more time to
conduct external research, Lord
said.
“I see (the additional freshmen)
as an opportunity to add to the
compliment of our faculty,” he
said.
Although class sizes and available course sections have changed
this year, it isn’t much different
than any other year, Lord said.
“Each year, the schedule needs
to be updated to accommodate
classes,” he said.
Some departments believe it
isn’t so simple, saying extra class
sections have caused an overload
in faculty work and may put a dent
in academic quality.
The political science department, which houses a U.S.
Constitution course commonly
taken by freshmen because it’s a
general education requirement,
hired two extra annually-contracted faculty this fall to help accommodate extra course sections, said
Richard Wandling, political science chair.
But the department lost one faculty member because of the budget cuts last year, he said.
For the U.S. Constitution class,
the department added six additional sections to accommodate for
about 250 extra overall seats for
the course, Wandling said, but
classes are still overcrowded, putting academic quality at risk. One
of the sections now has 99 students, he said. Usually sections of
the course contain around 45 students.
“It’s as crowded as it gets,” he
said. “We are at record numbers.”
Wandling said the two additional
faculty helped with the extra
course sections, but permanent
faculty still had to teach some of
the sections, causing the depart-

S
K

“It’s as crowded as it
gets. We are at record
numbers.”
—Richard Wandling, political science
chair

ment to drop some upper-level, or
junior-senior, courses and all of its
special-topics courses.
Luckily, the demand for upperlevel courses is not as great as in
previous years because the department doesn’t have as many junior
and senior majors this year, but the
demand will be greater next fall,
Wandling said.
Because permanent teachers
are instructing U.S. Constitution,
they are losing research time,
which is required by the university, Wandling said, explaining the
department need for extra faculty
to fulfill those needs.
“If the budget crunch makes it
difficult to hire some extra faculty,
we are in some major trouble,” he
said.
Other departments with general
education requirement classes
bringing in many freshmen say the
increase in freshmen has been
handled well and won’t hurt the
university.
Mark Borzi, speech communications chair, and Dana Ringuette,
English chair, agreed administrators did a more than adequate job
accommodating for extra freshmen and were very supportive in
hiring the faculty to make up for
the increases.
Both departments were forced
to add sections and hire new faculty because their introductory
courses, SPC 1310 and ENG 1001,
are general education requirements often taken by freshmen.
The English department added
21 more sections of ENG 1001 this
fall and hired six additional annually contracted faculty to help
teach the extra courses.
The sections of that course are
still at their normal size of 23 students, Ringuette said, and faculty
are not put in situations they can’t
handle or haven’t done before.
Upper-level English courses
have increased in size, Ringuette
said, but “nothing’s really been disadvantaged” by it.
“We’ve been able to handle it,”
he said.
The speech communications
department is providing 47 sections of SPC 1310, Borzi said.
Normally, 30 to 35 sections are
offered.
Class sizes are the same, he said.
He was unsure how many extra
faculty were hired to accommodate the extra courses, but said
everything was going smoothly.

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Richard Harris, an employee for Pepsi Co., fills up the empty machines with plastic bottles Monday in Buzzard
Hall. Cans are being replaced by plastic bottles around campus.

Student demand for can fizzles
By Eram Cowlas
S TA F F W R I T E R

The opportunity to buy a can of
pop on campus has gradually gone
flat. The university removed can
vending machines across campus,
leaving students with mixed feelings about the change.
Monty Bennett, director of purchasing, said reports from Pepsi
Co. indicated a decreased demand
for cans over the past few months.
As a result, the university decided
to pull can vending machines from
campus.
Though many students said
they preferred bottles of pop, others expressed concern over the
lack of options available and having to spend more money.
“I think they should give the
option of both. Why should you
pay more for something that you
are not going to use?” Tyler
Speck, a junior business major,
said.
Some students don’t see the
need for 20 ounces of pop every
time.

By Maura Possley
CITY EDITOR

Students struggling to come up
with money and dependent on
financial aid may have noticed a
dip in allocations this year, a trend
the state hopes won’t continue.
For the fiscal year 2003, the
number
students
rewarded
through the Monetary Award
Program dropped by 12,000,
according to the Illinois Assistance
Commission.
Moreover, students who were
lucky enough to get a MAP grant
received 5 percent less than what
the program usually gives.
The MAP program, started in

would like to congratulate members
on another successful semester
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Courtney Adkins
Brandi Bach
Debbie Bobbitt
Desiree Collado
Rachel Crippes
Melissa Leet
Sara Weber

Allison Burke
D’Anna Cepela
Chandy Daugherty
Emily Dinnerville
Laurie Floss
Jen Galant
Kari Hagerty
Amy Hoffman
Brittany Kellar
Mary Koonce
Meghan Mead
Shelley Molt
Karie O’Connor
Carrianne Piet
Megan Root
Christine Siwicki
Kristi Spray
Heather Towler
Corrine Whitlatch
Shanna Wilson

Others weren’t staunchly for
one option or the other.
“I’m kind of in the middle. It
really doesn’t matter to me, but I
usually use bottles. If I only drink
a little I can just put the cap back,
stick it in the fridge and drink it
later,” said Rebecca Wisecup, a
junior middle level education
major.
Kendra Kruger, a freshman elementary education major, said she
won’t miss the can vending
machines at all.
“It’s nice when we can spend
less money, but bottles are more
convenient,” she said.
Despite the mixed feeling from
some students, most remain indifferent to the packaging of their
soda.
“Cheaper is always good, but it
really doesn’t matter to me. I like
bottles better than cans, but
cheaper is always good,” Katie
Hogan, a freshman undecided
major, said.
Staff editor Melissa Nielsen contributed to this report

Budget cuts decrease student aid

Sigma Kappa Sorority

S
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“I definitely prefer the option of
buying cans. I think there is more
in a bottle and sometimes I don’t
want to drink that much,” said
Elizabeth Faltus, a sophomore prebusiness marketing major.
Others objected to being forced
to spend more. Cans cost 60 cents
and bottles are $1.
“I don’t think that it’s fair
because it costs more and college
kids don’t have that much money,”
said Sean McDonaugh, a freshman undecided major.
Other students said sacrificing
variety was not an issue to them
because they preferred bottles to
cans.
Bottles have advantages cans
don’t, students said.
“It might be more money, but I
think it’s worth it,” said Amanda
Dusek, a junior speech communication major.
The bottles do deliver more pop
than the smaller cans.
“I prefer the bottles because
you get more,” Kim McNabb,
sophomore physical education
major, said.
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Jodi Bauer
Brittany Brettschneider
Lisa Brezinski
Diana Burke
Molly Durako
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Holley Friesz
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Barrie Grapienthien
Margaret Grimes
Emily Guest
Kristen Hoff
Heather Holton
Elizabeth Hoyner
Laura Hupp
Deanna Kozlowski

Sarah Malson
Karen McCluckie
Kacy Menestrina
Susan Moline
Carmen Neville
Amy Oslos
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Katie Polanin
Leslie Rocco
Lindsay Roe
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Jerin Smith
Tarryn Snider
Danielle Steinkamp
Jamie Stephenson
Erin Welter
Jen Wilson
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1957, provides grants for students
in need in order to pay for college
tuition and fees.
This cutback is a result of last
year’s state budget cuts in which
the program’s fund was cut by $38
million, a 10 percent reduction. For
the fiscal year of 2002, the MAP
program was given $368 million,
and, for the 2003 fiscal year the
program received $329 million.
To add to the problem, nearly
one-third of Illinois college students who are eligible for the MAP
program live at or below the federal poverty level, said Lori
Reimers, director for ISAC’s state
relations.
According to federal guidelines,

a family of four who has an income
of $17,600 or less is considered to
be living in poverty.
“Without MAP dollars, they just
can’t afford to pay the cost of
attending college,” said Larry
Matejka, ISAC’s executive director, in a press release.
Furthermore, Reimers said, college enrollment numbers are rising, as are costs for college, which
expands the college affordability
gap.
“At some point, the amount a
student is going to receive isn’t
going to help them,” she said. “For
some students, if could be the difference of whether to attend college or not.”

It’s a whole NEW (Thurs) DAY @ >>
Brat & Kraut w/ Fries >> $2.49
Pitchers >> $3.00

Miller Lite, MGD, Leinie Amber Light
AM
11
n
e
Op

Delivery all
day, Every day,
7-days a week

Bottles >> $1.75
Free Jukebox All Nite!!

11 AM - 12 Midnight

345-2466
Sandwich Shop
place

located at 423 Lincoln

“Best Deliveries on the Block”
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OPINION

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Don’t take things for granted

Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu

EDITORIAL

Numbers
good news
for Eastern

Anthony Braviere
Guest columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Braviere also is a
senior journalism
major.
He can be reached
at 348-5526 or
theshooter0124@cs.com

The official numbers confirm what we all found
out when we arrived on campus: A lot of people
are here. Campus is crowded. Residence halls are
filled to capacity, lines are longer in Dining
Services and it is harder to find a parking spot on

So, it was just one day ago and
I’m sure many of us have seen,
heard and read enough about the
horrific tragedy that happened 366
days to go to last a long time. But I
was always told as I was coming up
through the ranks of being a journalist to write columns about something that effects me emotionally,
and although I told myself that I
wasn’t going to write anything
about the World Trade Center
bombings, I feel like I just have to.
I remember that morning like it
was yesterday. I woke up and
turned on the television and there it
was, one of the World Trade Center
buildings on fire. At first I thought
that it was just a fire and they were
evacuating people, so I didn’t think
much of it.
After that I got ready and went
to work out. As I walked into the
Student Rec Center I saw
Intramural Director Kevin Linker
watching the television. As I was
talking to him he told me what was
actually going on.
In the middle of all of this we
watched in horror as the second
building was hit, and we stood
there, both of us with a feeling of
emptiness and helplessness, one
that hasn’t left me since.
Although the events that transpired happened over a year ago, I
can’t help but feel the pain and sor-

“The tragedy that
occurred on Sept. 11,
2002, has made me
realize I have to
appreciate the things I
have in my life.”
row for those that died each and
every time I hear the words New
York, or when someone mentions
the World Trade Center.
There have been times, and I’m
not ashamed to admit it, that I have
been sitting there watching television by myself and saw some sort
of documentary or news piece on
the World Trade Center bombings
and became overcome with emotion and couldn’t hold back tears of
anguish and despair.
Although I didn’t personally
know anyone who was killed in the
bombings, I grieve for them just
like I would if I had known every
person.
I can’t imagine having someone
ripped away from my life in such a
tragic way as many friends and relatives did of the victims of the
World Trade Center bombings.
The tragedy that occurred on Sept.
11, 2001, has made me realize I have

to appreciate the things I have in
my life. Things that many of never
thought of until that fateful day.
As you’re reading this you can
probably think of numerous family
members and friends that love you
more than you’ll ever know and
vice versa. Think of times like
hanging out with your friends, or
just sitting in one of the quads on a
sun-drenched day with nothing to
do – all things we do on a daily
basis, but take for granted that we
will be able to do them tomorrow.
It’s not only the good things that
we take for granted, but the bad
things as well. How many times
have we all been guilty of saying, I
have to go to class, then work, and I
have a paper to do? I wish I didn’t
have to do any of it? Well, I can
think of thousands of people who
wish their loved ones could do all of
those things just one more time.
So, today call that family member you’ve been meaning to call, or
that friend you haven’t talked to in
a while. Settle that fight with your
roommate, because you might not
have another chance.
All I’m trying to say is over the
past year we all have seen enough
tragedy to last us a lifetime, so
don’t let things pass you by without
at least giving them a glance.
Because we never know what
tomorrow might hold.

campus.
But this is a good thing.
Eastern announced Wednesday a total campus
enrollment of 11,163, up by 632 from last year.
This is a good thing for the university in light of
continuing budget problems.
Hencken set a goal last year
to increase enrollment by at
least 250 students. Many people in the university helped,
and the university has
achieved that goal. Indications
were good back in January,
when application numbers
were up by 31 percent from
the previous year. The university had to set a cut off date to
receive applications, and students living on campus did not

At issue
Newlyreleased
enrollment
numbers
Our stance
There are more
people here,
and that is
good. But
preparations
are needed to
accommodate
the increase.

all receive their first-choice
building. Kudos to all involved who helped
achieve the goal.
Since all indications pointed at an enrollment
increase for this year, it would seem logical that
the university would have planned for the
increase. To some extent it did.
The administration did make sure to keep extra
class sections on reserve, so freshmen didn’t end
up with all early morning and late night classes as
their only choices.
However, it seems not enough preparations
were made. The university server has been
plagued with problems, and residence halls are
packed and dining halls also are filled to the
seams. Work should have been done on the
servers over the summer, rather than after students arrived on campus and classes were started.
Maybe Pemberton Hall Dining Service could have
been reopened in order to accommodate the
increased number of people.
With more students comes more money. That is
good, considering the economic times higher education in Illinois is facing. Now the task facing
Eastern is keeping the students here, and managing
the enrollment.
Students are not going to stay if they do not have
the quality they saw when they first visited. The
university did an excellent job preparing classes for
the increased number of students. But classes aren’t
the only thing that needed to be monitored.
The university did good work preparing for the
increase. However, it needs to go farther to
ensure all aspects of campus life are satisfactory.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
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New elevators may cause a hazard
Andrews Hall is under new
lock and key this semester.
Residents of Andrews hall
now only have access to their
floor and no others, thanks to
the new key-locking system in
the elevators and stairwells.
For example, if you live on the
third floor, you have a key that
only allows you to open the
third floor stairwell door or to
key and select the third floor
in the elevator. There is a reason why this concept sounds
good: It eliminates suspect of
floor damage or unwanted visitors, because the only people
who have access to a floor are
those people who live there or
the guests they bring.
However, there are many
reasons why the individual
floor separation is a hassle and
UNSAFE. The system is
annoying because for one, all
the odd floors have stoves with
ovens and all the even floors
have microwaves, which the
students are supposed to have
use of, but now they cannot.
You can’t visit a friend on
another floor without prearranged plans, and then you

have to go downstairs to meet
and go back up. This set up
makes it difficult to confront
disturbance issues yourself.
Most students would prefer to
go downstairs or upstairs and
ask the person to turn their
music down than call an RA
and have them go do it. In the
past, the building staff has
always requested students try
to confront issues on their own
before contacting them.
The number one reason why
I think the new key system is
bad is that I don’t think it meets
the fire code. I wonder if the
University Housing Office and
the Fire Marshall ever thought
about this one? What happens
if you leave your floor because
there is a fire and you are
going down the stairwell and
you reach a fire in the stairwell
blocking the exit? Naturally
you would just open the door to
another floor and pass through
to the other stairwell to safely
exit the building. No, think
again, you can’t escape because
your key only works for your
floor and there is a fire on it
and there is fire below you so

you are stuck! The same could
happen if you were trying to
get away from someone who
might successfully follow you
into the building. There are no
night assistants after 3 a.m. in
most residence halls, 5 a.m. in a
few select halls and there are
no emergency call boxes in the
lobbies of residence halls.
Eastern would get sued and
probably lose in an event such
as the fire situation I explained
above.
I would like to see something
done about this situation. There
is a solution! I think keying
floors in the elevator is a great
idea, however, don’t lock me in
and don’t lock me out. If I live
here, give me access for convenience and safety! Lawson
has keyed elevators, but not
separate floors, why can’t we
have that too? I asked the resident director about why we

couldn’t get this changed, and I
was told they tried but Housing
said they spent the money to
make the keys and put in all
the locks. I argue that money
doesn’t equal lives. I think the
student body should fight back.
There are plans to update and
change the elevators in all the
halls on campus, and you don’t
want this to happen to you! I
don’t want to pay money to live
and sleep in a place that is a
threat to my safety and I don’t
want anyone else to either!
One person can’t fight and
win this battle alone! If you
also feel strongly about this
issue, e-mail or call the housing
office at 581-5111. Also, contact your Student Senate about
it at 581-5522 or Student Body
President Alison Mormino.
Lee-Alison Friedrich, Senior
Elementary Education Major

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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Advantages available
due to enrollment increase

S T E P H E N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Topping off the day
The Zoo on Ninth Street displayed American pride with flags bordering the roof.

Sound on, sound off
◆ Committee re-thinks enforcement of noise ordinance
Brendan O’Connor
S TA F F W R I T E R

The university-community party noise committee
will soon revisit the issue of a noise ordinance that
was tested last academic year.
A committee of students and Charleston residents
formed to address house party noise issues has not
met yet this academic year. After many complaints
last year from both neighborhood residents and students about excessive noise from parties, the noise
committee was formed to develop a solution.
“The goals last year were basically to get both sides
together so we could find a resolution that would still
allow students to have parties without disrupting their
neighbors,” said Marty Ruhaak, student vice president for public affairs.
The solution developed was a sound meter to be
used by the Campus Police Department, which meas-

ures the decibels of noise outside parties. If the noise
exceeds a certain decibel level from a certain distance, the police have a right to break up the party.
“Our first test runs went well,” Ruhaak said.
The sound meter system has not been used this year,
and parties are broken up according to the discretion
of the police officer. Police will usually not disrupt a
party unless there is a complaint from a neighbor.
“If a neighborhood resident complains to the police,
the police will come and first question the neighbor
complaining, and then they will go question the owners of the house causing the noise,” Ruhaak said.
There has not been any mention of the noise committee in student government this year, but it has been
mentioned in a small meeting with the mayor.
“As of now, were going to have to sit down with
everybody and figure out what’s going on,” Ruhaak
said.
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The President’s Council delivered recommendations and expectations to the Student Senate at the
senate meeting Wednesday night.
The President’s Council consists
of interim President Lou Hencken
and all the vice presidents.
President Hencken highlighted
the enrollment increase, saying
enrolled students will now be
offered advantages when signing
up for classes this spring and
again in the fall.
Students can now register without advance deposits, and the students will be expected to pay later,
said Blair Lord, vice president for
academic affairs.
The idea is similar to a system
Illinois State University instated
this year, Lord said.
The council mentioned they
have met with art students on
ways to make up for lost education
time because of unfinished classrooms at the beginning of the
semester.
The council said teachers are
working schedules to fit student
needs outside of class times. They
also planned to meet again with
the senate to discuss university
student employees being paid
more than once a month.
Hencken encouraged student
senators to register to vote for the
precinct they currently live in.
“Have you ever seen any bills to
cut funds for senior citizens?
That’s because senior citizens live
to vote,” he said. “If they (legislators) find out that you’re voting,
they’re going to listen a lot more.”
A resolution suggesting executives are limited to serving on specific communities was not passed.
The resolution was a recommendation that the constitution specify

what committees the executives
can serve on.
The senate voted to fail the resolution because the experience
executives can offer to commitees
they are interested in.
“I have diversity of mind and of
thought. I feel that people abuse
their power to fill them (committees) for themselves,” said
Jeffrey Tischauser, one author of
the resolution. “I would appreciate a little input on what committees are open.”
“I understand you have deadlines and you feel pressed to put
yourself on the committees,” said
co-author Dwight Nelson.
A majority of student senators
agreed with executives that a
limit on serving on committees
might lead to a lack of experience
on committees.
“When we look at this (resolution), I would have to agree that
this is tying our hands behind our
backs,” said Alison West, chair of
University Development and
Recycling.
The resolution would limit
exectives from serving on committees they might already serve
on.
A Senate bylaw change was
tabled to be passed at next week’s
Senate meeting. The bylaw will
crate a web master position to
design and maintain the student
government Web site, among
other responsibilities.
In the consent agenda, George
Lesica was approved for city
council liaison which will allow
him to voice the opinion of the university at city hall city council
meetings.
Student
Senate
meets
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola-Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
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Teacher of the year
to share experience
with future instructors
By Lisa Rowe
S TA F F W R I T E R

The Illinois 2002 Teacher of the
Year and Eastern alumnus Robert
Grimm will speak at 7 p.m. tonight
in Buzzard Auditorium.
Charles Rohn, dean of the college of education and professional
studies, as well as Merribeth
Bruning, chair of the department
of early childhood, elementary
level education and middle level
education, will also speak at the
event.
Grimm will be addressing issues
of teaching and learning pertinent
to the future and will touch on the
field of physics and its relevance to
society.
Each year, the department of
early childhood, elementary level
education and middle level education brings the Illinois Teacher of
the Year out to speak to students,
said Judith Barford, assistant professor of early childhood, elementary level education and middle
level education.
“We are excited to have an
Eastern graduate come back and
speak this year,” Barford said.
“This is a part of a long-standing
tradition.”
Grimm attended Michigan State
University and completed his bachelor of science in 1978. In 1981, he
completed his master’s degree in
educational leadership at Northern
Illinois University and received his
master’s degree in the physics
teaching program from Eastern in
1984.
“To be able to go back and speak
at Eastern is quite an honor,” said
Grimm, who is hoping students
who attend will get a glimpse of
what teaching really is about. “I
think teaching is one of the most
rewarding professions you can
have.”
Grimm has been teaching high
school science for 24 years. Along
the way he has been named Illinois
High School Physics Teacher of the
Year in 1984, Illinois recipient of

“Students should find a
lot of motivation for
their choice in a
teaching career.”
—Judith Barford, assistant professor
of early childhood, elementary level
education and middle level education
the Presidential Award for
Excellence in Science Teaching in
1991 and Illinois Teacher of the
Year in 2002.
Over the years, Grimm has had
students write and tell him they got
more out of his class than any other
class they ever took, which is the
result of Grimm’s “hands-on”
approach to learning.
Aside from bringing in various
people to speak about different
aspects of science, Grimm gives
his students a lab activity at the
beginning of each class and follows
that with a small group discussion.
“Face-to-face time gives students the opportunity to solve problems together,” Grimm said.
“Cooperative groups give kids time
to talk to one another and share
ideas.”
As a teacher, Grimm feels that
he helps his students find their true
potential and talent within the
classroom.
“Students should find a lot of
motivation for their choice in a
teaching career,” Barford said.
Grimm is looking forward to
speaking to future teachers and
giving them some important information to be a successful teacher in
the classroom.
This presentation, sponsored by
Association
for
Childhood
Education International, Kappa
Delta Pi, Middle Level Educators,
Student Reading Council and the
local chapter of Phi Delta Kappa, is
free and open to everyone.
For more information, please
contact the department at 581-5728.

S T E P H E N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

A new ATM was put up in the W parking lot on 4th St. and Roosevelt to make it more convenient for students
and staff to take care of any necessary banking.

Residence halls gain convenient ATM
By Lisa Rowe
S TA F F W R I T E R

First Mid-Illinois Bank and Trust
installed a new ATM on Fourth
Street and Roosevelt Avenue to
better cater to student and faculty
banking needs.
The ATM is located in W parking
lot, which caused some problems
earlier in the year when students
parked vehicles in front of the
machine and blocked access for
other vehicles trying to make

transactions.
Several cars were towed and
moved away from the ATM, said
Art Mitchell, a safety officer at the
University Police Department.
Vehicles parked illegally in front
of the ATM have been sparse lately.
The addition of the latest ATM
brings a total of four First Mid
ATM machines, each located in one
of the four corners of the campus.
“They are within walking distance of all the residence halls,”
said Elizabeth Salvato, First Mid

branch manager. “We wanted to
help the students out.”
Last spring, First Mid installed a
new ATM in the main hallway of
Lantz Arena. This ATM is the only
one on campus that does not take
deposits.
All ATM machines can do balance inquires, withdraw cash and
change pin numbers.
Other campus ATMs are located
in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union and on Ninth
Street and Roosevelt Avenue.
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Student Senate respects
diversity requirements
By Niki Jensen
S TA F F W R I T E R

In an attempt to motivate senators to fulfill
their diversity requirement in a timely and
high-spirited manner, the Student Senate is
strictly adhering to recent changes in its
diversity bylaw.
Since the inception of the diversity bylaw
during the first semester of the 2001-02
school year, apathetic sentiments have been a
general consensus among many senators.
According to the bylaw, all student senators must take part in at least one event or
program that promotes campus diversity.
While the rationale behind this requirement
is to promote diversity within the senate,
many senate members feel this is not needed.
“There were a lot of senators who didn’t
respond well to [the bylaw]. They felt that the
requirement wasn’t necessary,” said Tiffany
Shelton, a sophomore music education major
and student senate member.
While Shelton herself thought the requirement was a good idea in order to get things
started, she said there was a lack of motivation for senate members to participate in a
culturally diverse event.
“We felt like we were already a diverse
group, and we really wanted to get the student body involved,” Shelton said.
Beginning with this year, senate members

cannot wait until the end of the semester to
fulfill the diversity requirement. They must
meet the requirement by midterm of the
current semester.
“What we found is that a lot of the senators
would procrastinate until the end of the
semester to fulfill the requirement,” said
senate member Dwight Nelson, a psychology major with teacher certification and coauthor of the diversity bylaw.
This lack of priority, Nelson added, was
killing the spirit of the bylaw.
In fact, during the spring semester, most
senate members did not fulfill the diversity
requirement until the latter weeks of April
while
attending
the
“Museum
of
Oppression” in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
While the length of time senate members
have to meet the requirement has been
shortened, the penalty for failure to do so has
been considerably strengthened.
In lieu of receiving the equivalent of one
absence from a committee meeting, Nelson
said senators slammed with one senate
meeting absence will be more likely to abide
by the rules during the next semester.
With harsher regulations intact, Nelson
hopes the diversity bylaw will “encourage
senators, as well as the entire student body,
to get out of their comfort zones and see how
diverse this campus really is.”

Hershey sales blocked by courts
S T E P H E N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Patriotism in the works
Ryan Beck, a senior music education major and custodian, shows his American pride by
wearing a patriotic T-shirt as he mops the union.

HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) — A lawyer for
the controlling trust of Hershey Foods Corp.
told a court Wednesday that Pennsylvania’s
attorney general is exceeding his authority
in seeking to block a sale of the candymaker.
Jack Stover, a lawyer for the Hershey
Trust Co., said Attorney General Mike
Fisher’s attempt to exercise authority over a
charitable trust is unprecedented and
intrudes on trustees’ lawful powers.
Deputy Attorney General Gerald Pappert
said his office was within its rights and
duties to seek the injunction.

“There is absolutely no support, and in
fact the evidence contradicts, that there is a
need to sell this company,” Pappert said.
The five-judge Commonwealth Court
panel did not say when it would rule on
whether a lower court’s injunction blocking
any sale should be lifted.
The $5.9 billion trust, which controls 77
percent of the company’s shareholder votes
and 31 percent of its common stock,
announced July 25 that it had ordered
Hershey Foods executives to seek bids on its
stake.
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Across Illinois, ceremonies allow Reminders of
residents to honor the day, grieve attacks remain
ILLINOIS (AP) — Travelers boarded
airplanes. Workers took elevators to
their offices in the country’s tallest
building, the Sears Tower. Small flags
fluttered from the corners of briefcases
and purses.
A year after the country watched in
horror and bewilderment as airplanes
crashed into the World Trade Center and
the Pentagon, Illinois residents marked
Sept. 11 with mass remembrance ceremonies and small memorials. Most heeded
the pleas of the country’s leaders and went
on with their lives as normal.
At O’Hare International Airport, early
morning traffic was light. Brent Ricci, a
37-year-old from Chicago who works in
airplane sales and travels often, said he
wasn’t nervous to fly because airport
security was much better a year after
hijackers took over four U.S. planes and
turned them into airborne bombs.
“It’s changed us in a way that may be for
the good,” Ricci said. “We don’t have that
carefree life, and it’s made America a lit-

“I think all Americans have
to do something to pay
their respects.”
— Don Carlson

tle tougher.”
At 7:46 a.m. CDT, the time the first
plane struck the World Trade Center, firefighters at a Chicago firehouse observed a
moment of silence as lights from their
trucks and an ambulance flashed in the
background and 60 elementary students
from Drummond School looked on.
The students sang “God Bless America”
after the moment had ended, and Briana
Cordero, a 10-year-old fifth grader, presented the firefighters with a card signed
by her classmates.
“There’s no reason to be scared,”
Briana said after the ceremony. “We just

need to be here to hope and to appreciate
the firemen, show them they are heroes
to us.”
Ceremonies were scheduled throughout
the day at places of worship, in city parks
and plazas and at a firefighter memorial at
the state Capitol in Springfield.
“I think all Americans have to do something to pay their respects,” said Don
Carlson, a 54-year-old Chicagoan who was
flying from O’Hare to Washington on business Wednesday.
In Chicago, the city won the right to
have a nondenominational prayer read at
its public ceremony after a federal judge
rejected an atheist’s claim that the prayer
was an unconstitutional mingling of
church and state.
Security was noticeably tighter across
the state. Gov. George Ryan promised a
greater police presence and all officers in
Chicago were asked to be in uniform. The
state and Chicago kept staff around the
clock at their emergency operations centers.

in small towns

LEWISTOWN (AP) — Bare a year ago, the Rocket
Tap tavern’s exterior wall now boasts a pair of flags
that guard a memorial honoring those called to military service after last year’s terrorist attacks.
It lists the names of area residents called up since
the World Trade Center towers were destroyed and
the Pentagon damaged — 55 people from a community of about 2,500.
Tavern owner Ann Hillig said the wall-sized monument was the idea of regulars who wanted to show
their support amid the wave of solidarity that swept
the country after the attacks. It’s been well-received.
“People stop and take pictures all the time,” she
said, then her voice lowered. “I don’t know how
many times we’ve had to add more names.”
For the most part, life here goes on as always.
Trucks and farm equipment clatter through town,
the wake of their passage giving life to the flags the
city drapes from lightposts every spring.
Still, despite Lewistown’s location amid an ocean
of corn and soybeans half a continent from Ground
Zero, there are subtle signs that residents acknowledge the acts that scarred the nation a year ago.

Victims:

Significance:

Campus falls silent in memory of Sept. 11

Security, patriotism feelings at forefront for many students, faculty

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

remained silent.
Following the ceremony, volunteers lined up and began reading
off the names of the deceased,
and the mass of grieving people
slowly dispersed.
Sarah Getz, a senior at the
Lakeview School of Nursing,
came out to pay her respects on
the anniversary of a day she
described as surreal.
“I still don’t believe it,” Getz
said. “I’m honored as an
American to be here and be a part
of this.”
Mark Lewis, junior finance
major, said he felt an indescribable need to attend the service.
“This is very nice,” Lewis said.
“I’m glad that Eastern is taking
the time to recognize that we had
such a tragedy on this day.”
The university was also represented well at the ceremony by

faculty members and administrators, including interim President
Lou Hencken.
“I thought the turnout was
excellent, and the coordinators
did an excellent job. It was a very
moving presentation,” Hencken
said as he waited his turn to read
names.
David Onestak, director of the
counseling center and co-organizer of the service, predicted the
readings would go on for a few
hours.
Both Hencken and Onestak
planned to attend the evening
services, which featured a multimedia presentation both men
raved about.
“It’s very powerful,” Onestak
said of the montage of Sept. 11
images from the presentation. “It
made me cry when I watched it in
my office by myself

what students could not put into
words.
“We played a new piece today
called ‘Hymn for the Lost and
Living,’ which was just published
last month and this was possibly
the first time it has been played
in Illinois,” Hayslett said. “ We
just tried to let the music fade out
and speak for itself.”
Time has not healed the
wounds of most students and faculty. Instead the passage of time
has allowed people to realize the
severity and seriousness of their
wounds.
“Something I noticed, walking
outside of class today, hearing the
names being read at the flagpole
reminded me of a commencement ceremony, but it was very
different,” said Joe Allen, assistant director of band. “The true
significance of the travesty didn’t

sink in until I heard the amount
of time it took to read every
name.”
James Tidwell, a journalism
professor, said what happened
on Sept. 11, 2001 still seems
unreal.
“I thought it was incomprehensible that the towers collapsed. It’s eerie seeing pictures
without them there anymore.
They really seem to stick out of
older pictures of New York,”
Tidwell said.
Security and patriotism stuck
out in some students’ minds as
they were reminded of how much
our country has changed since
the attack.
“It brought out a lot of pride in
Americans, but on the other
hand, it is unfortunate that it
takes such massive destruction
and death to bring out that kind of

“I don’t think it’s possible to move on. As a
nation we are going to
judge things differently now.”
— Lindsey White
pride,” said Melissa Sikich, a junior biology major.
Lindsey White, a senior music
education major, agreed that people’s attitudes have changed
drastically since the attacks.
“I don’t think it’s possible to
move on. As a nation we are going
to judge things differently now,
every future terrorist act is going
to be judged by this,” White said.
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Alexandra (left) and Erika Harold were the first sisters to ever make it to the top five in the Miss Illinois pageant.

Keeping it all in the family
◆ Sisters, one an Eastern grad, one a student, place in top five at pageant
By Alta King
F E AT U R E S E D I T O R

History was made in the 2002
Miss Illinois pageant–sisters
placed in the top five. Alexandra
Harold, a senior journalism
major, placed third runner up.
Her sister, Erika Harold, won the
title of Miss Illinois and will
compete for the title of Miss
America.
Alexandra said she enjoyed
competing with her sister.
Truthfully, she said, the Miss
Illinois pageant was hardly a
competition between the two.
“We had so much joy together.
We both wanted to do well,”
Alexandra said. The Harold sisters supported each other
through the week of competition.
“I wouldn’t want to share this
with anyone else,” Alexandra
said.
Alexandra didn’t expect to
place so high. Her goal was to
place in the top 10 and win the
scholar award. She did win the
scholar award, and Erika won the
community service award.
“It was a pleasant surprise,”
Alexandra said.
Robert Harold is the proud
father of the sisters. He had
mixed emotions while watching
the competition.
“It was a surreal experience.
We (Robert and his wife) were
cheering for one and the other,”
Robert said.
Robert was pleased with the

“I wouldn’t want to
share it with anyone
else.”
—Alexandra Harold, senior journalism
major and third place runner-up in
pageant
results of the pageant.
“Ally (Alexandra) felt it was
Erika’s time. Ally wanted her
sister to win and to place in the
top 10, so we couldn’t ask for
anything more,” Robert said.
Erika Harold is a graduate of
the University of Illinois. She
will attend Harvard Law School
where she will pursue public
interest law and public policy
when she is finished with her
year of service as Miss Illinois.
She wants to become a lawyer
and seek office at the state
and/or national level.
There are four portions of the
Miss Illinois pageant–swimsuit,
interview, evening gown and talent. The interview portion is 40
percent of the competition, and
the talent portion is 30 percent
of the competition.
Erika is an opera singer, which
she used for her talent in the
pageant. Her platform is dedicated to positive social changes
and halting the climb of youth
violence statistics.
Alexandra concentrated on

her talent and interview because
they made up the majority of the
votes. She sang “Reflections”
from Disney’s “Mulan” soundtrack. Alexandra feels singing
was better than dancing, which
she did in previous pageants.
“For Miss Eastern, I was
always first runner up. I always
danced for talent, and this time I
sang,” Alexandra said.
Alexandra’s platform was
youth mentoring. She feels her
platform was the best part of her
pageant experience.
“It’s a positive thing for the
community,” Alexandra said.
The Miss Illinois pageant was
held in the last week of June at
Oakbrook
Terrace,
near
Chicago. Contestants represented 35 areas.
Erika held the Miss Land of
Lincoln title and Alexandra held
the Miss Springfield title. But
Springfield is the Land of
Lincoln, right? Not exactly.
The titles are open and closed,
meaning they aren’t specific to
their regions. The Land of
Lincoln title is open to any eligible woman in the state while the
Miss Springfield title is open to
any eligible woman within a 120mile radius of Springfield, said
Alexandra.
The Miss America pageant
will be broadcast at 7 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 21 on ABC. For
more information on the Miss
Illinois pageant, go to www.missil.org.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Join The Men Of

SFE

For an Informational
Thursday 9/12, Papa John’ s Pizza
5:00 - 7:00
Any Questions Call
Joe @ 581-3027

Need Money To Fix That Old Car?

Ad Ve R T iS e
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Eastern
remembers
the victims
S T E P H A N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

During the memorial ceremony in the South Quad Wednesday morning, Jennifer Wilson, a senior hospitality major,
Lisa King, a senior sociology major and Tiffany Pierce, a grad student, listen to the names of all the victims read.

K E I T H B AT T L E S O N / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

(Above) Ben Miller plays “Open the Eyes of My
Heart” at the Association of Campus Ministries’
service held Wednesday night in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
(Right) Erin Scott, a junior family consumer sciences major, takes a few moments for personal
prayer, Wednesday morning in the South Quad.
Since Scott arrived late for the service, she
prayed by herself.

S T E P H A N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Charleston Police, Fire and
Rescue service workers
bring in the American flag for
Wednesday morning’s ceremony in the South Quad.

S T E P H A N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

International students display
flags of countries with casualties Wednesday morning in the
South Quad.

S T E P H A N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Major Dave John, of ROTC, raises the flag during
Wednesday morning’s ceremony in the South Quad.

S T E P H A N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R
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HELP

WANTED

Inserters needed at The Daily
Eastern News. Hours: 11pm - 2
am on an as needed basis. Apply
in person at 1802 Buzzard Hall or
call 581-7870 after 9:00 pm.
__________________________9/25
LIFEGUARDS
and
SWIM
INSTRUCTORS:
Paris
Community YMCA has A.M. and
P.M. positions available. Call (217)
466-9622.
__________________________9/12
Bryan’s Place needs part time
D.J. 21st & Broadway, Mattoon.
#234-4151
__________________________9/13
Part-time staff position openings
at Charleston Teen Reach for 38pm, M-F. May pick up applications at Charleston Teen Reach,
513 7th St(On the square) EOE
__________________________9/16
Customer Service/Sales. SEMESTER WORK. $14.75 base-aptt.
Great
resume
experience.
Flexible schedule. No door to
door
or
telemarketing.
Scholarships/Internships available. Conditions exist. Details
217-359-6909 or workforstudents.com/~np
__________________________9/18
Bartender trainees needed $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539
__________________________9/23
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
Female models for painting/drawing classes for Fall 2002 semester. To apply, come to the Art
Office, 300 Lawson Hall.
__________________________9/23
ACCOUNTING MAJORS. Parttime & Full-time for local printing
company. Capable to work in all
aspects
of
Accounts
Receivable/Payable. Candidate
must possess strong communication skills, have a PC background and experience with
accounting software. Duties will
also include payroll. Apply in person at: SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION, INC. 5955 Park Drive
Charleston, IL. For directions call
217-345-9194.
__________________________9/24
GRAPHIC ARTISTS. Part-time &
Full-time for local printing company. Must possess knowledge of
Illustrator, Quark, and PhotoShop.
Apply in person at: SCHOLASTIC
RECOGNITION, INC. 5955 Park
Drive Charleston, IL. For directions call 217-345-9194
__________________________9/24

HELP

WANTED

NEED: kidsitters for your 11 year
old daughter & 8 year old son who
has high functioning Autism. Great
experience for speech, special ed.
or regular students. Must be creative, energetic, & very patient.
Experience helpful. Harry Potter
&Spongebob Knowledge a plus(No
kidding!)
Occasional
days
&evenings, call 348-7858
__________________________9/13

FOR

RENT

Nice 3 bedroom apartment 1/2
block from campus. Furnished.
$225 each. 345-6967
___________________________9/4
Near campus, adorable 4 bdrm
house, 10 month lease, available
immediately. Washer/dryer, off
street parking. 348-0712.
___________________________9/4
Awesome house near rec center.
7 large bedrooms, 2 baths, dishwasher, new washer/dryer. new
siding, roof and furnace. We
mow. $250 each. 345-6967
___________________________9/4
Large,
Nice
1
Bedroom
Apartment. 1/2 Block from campus. $300. 345-6967
___________________________9/5
For Rent - 2 bedroom partially furnished apartment on square.
REDUCED rent with 11 month
lease. Call 345-4336
___________________________9/6
Like new apartment at Village Point.
Near Campus. Call 345-2516
___________________________9/6
PAID UTILITIES! GREAT 5 bedroom house, Jackson Ave., 2
Rooms AVAIL. $250, Central Air.
w/d Call 345-9665
___________________________9/9
Bedroom in mobile home for rent
to girl. BR, Washer/Dryer, Internet,
cable & phone in BR. Purified
drinking water system, outdoor
storage. Like new, Nice! 618-6654508, 618-292-6545
__________________________9/9
3&4 BR Apts, 2-4 people, REDUCED
RATES, SEMESTER LEASES! Close
to campus. No pets. 348-8305
__________________________9/18
2 bdroom apt. furnished, low utilities,
few blocks from campus. Available
1/02-6/03. $250/mo. 348-3304.
__________________________9/20
Newly remodeled 2 bdrm apt. Stove,
refrigerator included. Washer and dryer
hook up. $450 per month. 345-2467.
__________________________10/4

FOR

RENT

Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:

Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:

Crossword
ACROSS
1Like ears of
grain
8Teacher’s
diagnostic tool
15Oder region
16Birthplace of
Elie Wiesel
17Strongly built
18Nostrums
19What spouse
does every
night, step 1
21Part of a
U.S.A.F.
schedule
23Actress
Phillips of “I,
Claudius”
24Fannie ___
25What spouse
does, step 2
30So-so link?

31Merriment
32Place to
spend
shekels: Abbr.
33Veterans
37Soft and yielding
42Army unit?
43Antarctic flier
44Mdse.
47What spouse
does, step 3
52Alley ___
53Intercom
sound
54Mormons, in
brief
55What spouse
does, step 4
[hint: look at
the black
squares of the
grid]
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30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

RENT

AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS LOCATED NEXT TO THE
BUZZARD BUILDING. RECENTLY RECARPETED. FOR LEASING
INFORMATION CALL 348-0157
OR 581-3681 or www.lanmanproperties.com.
___________________________00
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN COMPLEX. TRASH PD. 1305 18th ST.
$395 MO. SINGLE/ $460 2
ADULTS. PH 348-7746.
___________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 3481479
___________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. NUMBER OF STUDENTS
NEGOTIABLE, CITY INSPECTED
AND APPROVED. OFFICE 3451266 OR 346-3161.
___________________________00
Avail 11/01- June 02: * Newly
remolded, 4 Bedroom house,
Central Air, Off-street parking.
Walking distance to EIU. 2765537
___________________________00
4 BR Apt Near EIU. Off-Street
Parking, Nearby Laundry, A/C,
Trash Incl. $250 each. Poteete
Property Rentals 345-5088.
___________________________00
Lincoln
wood
Pinetree
Apartments has 2 and 3 BR to fit
your budget. 2 BR are $250-285.
3 BR are $220-235. Individual 11
month lease. 345-6000.
___________________________00
NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm. apt.
very close to campus, low utilities,
10 month lease. 345-5048.
___________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 345-6533.
___________________________00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3 BR
UNF. APT W/ STOVE, REFRIG, DISHWASHER, MICROWAVE, CATHEDRAL CEILING, INDIV. SINK/VANITY
IN EACH ROOM, WATER/TRASH
PD. $300 EA FOR 3 PEOPLE. PH.
348-7746
___________________________00
5 BEDROOM HOUSE 1 BLOCK
FROM OLD MAIN-2 BATH LIVING
ROOM, DINING ROOM, KITCHEN,
STOVE, REFRIG. 5 PEOP @ $200
EA. 1520 9th ST. PH.
348-7746
___________________________00

Near campus, adorable. 4 bedroom
house, 10 month lease, available
immediately. Washer/dryer, off street
parking. 348-0712
___________________________00
Single apt on square. $350
includes gas/water/trash. Dave
345-2171 9-11am
___________________________00
3 BEDROOM 2 BATH HOUSE. 2
BLOCKS FROM EIU. W/D
INCLUDED. $200 EACH. CALL
348-1067
___________________________00
2 bedroom apts, furn/unfurn, nice
apts, great locations. No Pets.
From $200/per person/mo. 3457286
___________________________00
Large 1 bedroom apt., just painted, garage, laundry, avail. immediately 345-7286
___________________________00
3 bedroom apt, new kitchen w/
dishwasher, microwave, cent air,
laundry, very nice. No pets 3457286
___________________________00
No more waiting in line for the
bathroom. New 3 & 4 BR, 2 bath
large apts. DSL Internet, W/D
included.
$225-$250/person.
348-1067.
___________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR
furnished apt. Water, trash,
laundry room, all included for
$260/mo. on the corner, 111
2nd st. Right next to park.
Day: 235-3373, Evening: 3485427
___________________________00
Sleep in and walk to Buzzard
from 2020 10th st. Only 3 2BR
Apts left. Lincoln wood
Pinetree Apartments. 3456000.
___________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT
AS LOW AS $250/PERSON. FURNISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
345-5022
___________________________00
A 3 BR Duplex Apt. W/D,
water and trash included.
$225 each, 3 people. Available
June 1st. Not close to campus. 232-0656.
___________________________00
Leasing for Fall 2002. Several
1 bedroom apts, efficiency
apts and a 3 bedroom house
all within walking distance to
Eastern. Call 348-0006
___________________________00

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form

FOR

FOR

PERSONALS

RENT

K A P PA D E LTA c e l e b r a t e s
National
Wo m e n ’s
Friendship Day on Sunday
Sept. 15th.
__________________________9/12

Lincolnwood Pinetree Apartments
has 2&3 BR Apts to fit your budget. 2 BRs are $250-$285, 3 BRs
are $220-$235. Individual 11 mo
lease. 345-6000
___________________________00

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR

SALE
INTERACTIVE GAMES & DRIVING STIMULATIONS: Sept.
16-17, 10-4 p.m. at the Lantz
Stadium Lot
__________________________9/13
70% of EIU students drink
once a week or less, or not at
all (2002 Alocohol & drug survey, n= 471representative students)
__________________________9/13
USA Spring Break Presents
Spring Break 2003. Campus
Reps Wanted. Earn 2 Free
trips for 15 people. Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica,
Acapulco, South Padre and
Florida. Call Toll Free 1-877460-6077.
www.usaspringbreak.com
__________________________9/13
SONOR Wants YOU! Contact Eric
at 581-7786 for info on how to
join one of EIU’s leading studentrun publicity and relations agencies.
__________________________9/13
JOEY’S JOEY’S JOEY’S: Roses
are red! Pickles are green! Pizza’s
a Holler! JOEY’S is a scream! We
deliver all day, every day 11ammidnight. 345-2466.
__________________________9/13

FOR SALE: Black futon in great
condition. $65 or best offer. Must
sell! Call Amanda @ 348-5158
__________________________9/10
1992 Ford Sable. 80,000 miles.
Very good condition. $2400
O.B.O. Call 348-0721.
__________________________9/13
Sleeper Sofa. Very nice condition. $100 or best offer. Call as
soon as possible. 345-7097
__________________________9/13
1997 Honda Accord EX Sedan,
beige, low mileage, excellent condition. $12,000. O.B.O. call 345-6532.
__________________________9/16

ROOMMATES
Roomates wanted- near campus,
single leases Available. $275/month
Call Lindsey at 348-1479
__________________________9/12

PERSONALS
Congratulations to Ashleigh Hull of
Kappa Delta on getting engaged to
Travis Graff of the EIU Hockey Team!!
_______________________________00

CAMPUS

CLIPS

LIBRARY ORIENTATION: Booth Library: Sept. 5-Oct. 31, 2002 Meet at
the North entrance on Mondays at 6p.m., Wednesdays at 4 p.m. or
Thursdays at 2 p.m. Booth is offering general library orientation tours
from Sept. 5- Oct. 31, 2002. Tours begin in the north entrance of Booth
and last approx. 45 minutes.
MIINORITY TTEACHER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION: Meetting on
Sept. 12, 02 at 6 p.m.. in the Paris Rm, 3rd floor of the Univ. unnionn.
We will be discussing several upcomingn events and having snacks.
Bring a friend who is interested in the teaching profession!
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOC. is having a speaker meeting.
Thurs. Sept. 12 at 7 p.m. in LH 2020 TThe speaker will be Tod
Landcaster and he will speak about Public Relations. Everyone is welcome to attend!
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Open meeting Thurs.
Sept. 12 at 7:30 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Rm. 3rd floor of Union.
Have question about God or Spirituality? Come stump the chump with
your questions.

Edited by Will Shortz

61It’s usually
played first
62Makes bubbly
65“No kidding”
66Passover fare
67Parade
requirements
68Perfume
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1Opposite of
NNE
2Kind of chart
3Accursed
4Monk’s abode
5Historic Italian
town damaged many
times by
earthquakes
6Cuff link companion
7Irks
8Non- or un-:
Abbr.
9Do body work
of a sort
10Expressionist
Nolde
11 Meter site
12Poser
13Name echoed
in 1960’s
news
14Took a bite
20Conceptual
art pioneer
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Puzzle by William I. Johnston

21Breakfast
brand

38Long ___:
Abbr.

50Lover of Dido,
in myth

22Get off one’s
chest

39Kind of crew

51Wears jauntily

40Tinted

56Printing unit

26Natl. Sewing
Month

41Natters on

57Singer
Tennille

27Twice

44Dirt, so to
speak

28Lawyer’s abbr.
29Joanne of
“Red River”
34W.W. II fliers

58Peevish display

45Sit behind
bars

59Hanoi holidays

46Gardener, at
times

60Flatten

63And so forth:
35Stop ___ dime 48Corp.
Abbr.
takeover
64Dam, for
36Cardinal letexample
49Opening word
ters
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‘Strange behavior’ grounds flight Bush: Keep moving,
but remember today

Reports of strange passenger
behavior on two commercial jet
flights sent the pilots back to the
ground Wednesday but did not
appear to be terrorist related,
authorities said.
In Texas, American Airlines
Flight 1702, with 50 passengers
on board, returned to Bush
Intercontinental in Houston after
reports of a disturbance. A crew
member saw a suspicious item
that turned out not to be a
weapon, said Gordon Johndroe,
spokesman for the White House
Office of Homeland Security.
“We do not believe there was
any terrorist-related incident,
but we continue to investigate,”
he said.
One passenger was removed
and was being questioned by the
FBI.
In
Arkansas,
Northwest
Airlines Flight 979, with 94 passengers and a crew of five, was
diverted to Fort Smith, Ark.,
because four men, who appeared
to be of Middle Eastern descent,
behaved strangely, authorities
said.
The Transportation Security
Agency initially said three of the
men had locked themselves in a

restroom together, with reports
that they were shaving their bodies. A law enforcement source in
Arkansas who spoke only on condition of anonymity said it was
believed the men went to the
restroom one by one but drew
attention because they were
shaving their beards.
All four men were being questioned by the FBI.
After last year’s terror
attacks, documents found in the
luggage
of
attack
leader
Mohamed Atta gave what
appeared to be instructions for
the suicide hijackers: “The previous night, shave the extra hair
from the body (and) pray.”
Northwest spokeswoman Mary
Beth Schubert said she couldn’t
elaborate on what alarmed the
crew and couldn’t confirm information about the alleged shaving.
The Northwest jet was traveling from Memphis, Tenn., to Las
Vegas. No fighter jets were
launched to accompany the aircraft, said Maj. Douglas Martin
of
the
North
American
Aerospace Defense Command.
The Northwest pilots decided
themselves to land at Fort Smith

as a precaution, the airline said
in a statement.
A senior law enforcement official in Washington said both incidents appeared to be misunderstandings and did not involve terrorist threats.
“These appear to be two incidents unrelated to terrorism,”
the official said, attributing some
of the alarm to Americans being
on high alert for the anniversary
of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
The Texas flight was bound for
Dallas, then Nashville, Tenn.
“The captain returned to
Houston due to a potential security incident,” said American
spokesman Todd Burke. “We did
have two federal air marshals on
board.”
Someone on board reported
seeing a pocketknife but it
turned out to be a harmless
object, said the senior law
enforcement source. Police and
firefighters surrounded the aircraft, sitting at the end of a runway, and other passengers were
taken to a terminal.
No other air traffic in the area
was
affected,
said
Dave
Steigman, a spokesman for the
Transportation Security Agency.

“In every turn of this war, we
will always remember how it
began, and who fell first — the
thousands who went to work,
boarded a plane or reported to
their post,” Bush said at the
Pentagon. “The nation pays our
respects to them. Here and in
Pennsylvania and in New York,
we honor each name, each life.”
When the jetliner tore through
the building’s west wall, 189 were
killed, including the five hijackers.
“What happened to our nation
on a September day set in motion
the first great struggle of the century,” Bush said.
In the audience, Pentagon secretary Dorothy Powell summed
up the feelings of many: “I still
can’t get over that this actually
happened in America.”
At each of Bush’s stops, the sky
was clear and blue — as it was a
year ago when terrorists shattered the peace.
Bush recalled that day, too, and
said America owes the Sept. 11

victims its best.
“Tomorrow is September 12th.
A milestone is passed, and a mission goes on. Be confident. Our
country is strong. And our cause
is even larger than our country,”
he said.
Church bells tolled throughout
Washington at 8:46 a.m. EDT, the
moment the first hijacked airliner
struck the World Trade Center.
Bush joined his staff on the White
House lawn for a moment of
silence.
Members of Congress gathered
on the Capitol steps to sing “God
Bless America” as they had one
year ago in a spontaneous demonstration of the nation’s resolve.
At the Pentagon, the grim-faced
Bush sought to rally the military
already battling al-Qaida terrorists and preparing for possible
action against Iraq.
“We fight as Americans have
always fought, not just for ourselves but for the security of our
friends and for peace in the
world.”

Offices
allow
healing
Religious leaders join for services
Employers give time
for workers to reflect
on Sept. 11 anniversary

◆

With pageantry and prayers, religious leaders around the country
marked the Sept. 11 anniversary
Wednesday with words of consolation and calls for harmony during
special services.
In St. Louis, Muslim Imam
Waheed Rana thanked Americans
for their tolerance following the terrorist attacks. “Our community is
like a body. When one part of the
body is injured, the whole body
feels the pain,” he said.
“We can embrace each other,”
Reform Rabbi Susan Talve said at the
outdoor ceremony. Added Roman
Catholic Archbishop Justin Rigali:
“We reject every call of bigotry.”
Many sermons urged fair treatment for American Muslims, who
have protested clampdowns on
their charities and mosques and the
indefinite detention of immigrants.
“We pray for safety, but we also
pray for those profiled and deport-

ed since Sept. 11,” the Rev. John
Marsh, a Unitarian Universalist,
told an interfaith ceremony at San
Francisco’s Golden Gate Bridge.
Hundreds of religious services
were held nationwide to remember
the victims of the suicide hijackings
that struck New York, Pennsylvania
and
the
Washington
area.
Worshippers wept as church bells
tolled and the names of the victims
were read from altars. Later, the
faithful gathered at evening candlelight vigils.
In a televised address to the
nation with several religious references, President Bush said
Americans “respect the faith of
Islam” and only fight those who
“defile that faith.”
The Fiqh Council of North
America, a supreme court of
Islamic scholars who interpret religious law, issued an anniversary
statement condemning the attacks

as violations of Muslim teachings.
Haider Bhuiyan, principal of the
Islamic Academy of Alabama, told
students that terrorists “are committing sin and on the day of judgment they will have to pay for this.”
Attending a prayer service in the
Islamic Center of Southern
California, Hoda Eltantawi said,
“What hurt the country hurt us, too.
We are a part of it.”
At a Washington Mass, Bishop
Wilton Gregory, president of the
U.S. Conference of Catholic
Bishops, said people of faith should
form “a holy and unshakable coalition for peace.”
A few blocks from New York’s
ground zero, Archbishop of
Canterbury George Carey, the
world Anglican leader, spoke at the
restored Trinity Church, urging
Americans to remain connected to
the world and to consider how their
actions affect other nations.

On a somber day in the
American workplace, companies
allowed employees to watch TV
on the job and even skip work
Wednesday to mark the anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks.
Most stores and offices were
open and commuter trains and
buses were packed as usual. But
in many places, business came
second to remembrance on a day
distinguished by moments of
silence, company flag-raisings
and shop windows bearing “We
remember” signs.
Many companies let workers
decide how to mark the anniversary. A few gave them the day off;
Homebanc Mortgage in Atlanta
closed its offices and chief executive officer Patrick Flood asked
employees to use the time for

reflection.
Others found meaning and support in ceremonies and other
shared moments.
At
Kendall-Jackson
Wine
Estates, workers and executives
gathered around a Sept. 11 memorial flagpole outside the vintner’s
Santa Rosa, Calif., headquarters
and shared poems and prayer.
Michele Brodnansky called it
difficult, tearful — and necessary.
“It’s hard to get it out of your
mind, and had we not done anything it would have been even
harder,” said Brodnansky, an
administrative employee.
At Microsoft, where CEO Steve
Ballmer urged employees to
observe the day in their own way,
some took Wednesday off and others gave blood or attended memorial services. Those who stayed on
the job held frequent hallway conversations about the anniversary
and followed online news coverage.

Name read as Sept. 11 death may belong to living woman
NEW YORK (AP) — Nickola
Lampley was stunned to see her
name flashed on television during
the roll call of the 2,801 dead and
missing that was the centerpiece of
the World Trade Center remembrance ceremony Wednesday.
Lampley, 24, of Brooklyn, was
reported missing after the attacks
by her sister.
Lampley said she was working

about four blocks from the World
Trade Center on Sept. 11 and was
unhurt. But her sister, Alecia, could
not reach her, and told authorities
Nickola was missing.
Nickola eventually contacted
Alecia, who said she then notified
city officials that her sister was no
longer missing. She thought that
was the end of the matter until this
week, when she was told by an

Associated Press reporter that a
Nickola Lampley remained on the
missing-person list.
“We tried calling to tell them that
she was fine,” Alecia said. “I don’t
know why her name is still on the
list.”
City officials could not immediately confirm that Nickola Lampley
is the same person as on the official
list, but said they are interested in
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talking with the Lampleys. They
have acknowledged that the list
used Wednesday might have included names of people who were not
killed and excluded some who were.
No remains have been identified
for a Nickola Lampley and no death
certificate ever issued for her. The
name is on a list of about 70 people
who are still classified as missing.
Police
Inspector
Jeremiah
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BY MIKE PETERS

Quinlan, who supervises the missing person effort, said the Lampley
case is still considered an open
investigation.
He noted that the massive effort
to document and investigate missing-person reports was not flawless.
“This system was designed to capture as much information as possible and then sort it out,” Quinlan
said.
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VOLLEYBALL

Panther chemistry — just add youth
By Nate Bloomquist
SPORTS EDITOR

The Panther volleyball team used rocks
and a blue bucket to build chemistry last
year.
This year the squad led by eight newcomers has put away all its toys.
“We had a little bit of bonding,” head
volleyball coach Brenda Winkeler said. “A
lot of that has to do with the senior leadership and the bond that’s there.”
Before the season’s opening serve last
year, Winkeler had each player write her
personal goal on a rock and put it into a
blue bucket with “EIU” written on it. This
year the team hasn’t made any goals yet.
Winkeler believes her team doesn’t need
to make the goals known just yet. They
won’t be made until after this weekend’s
Tiger Invitiational at Colombia, Mo.

“Of the six matches we’ve had so far,
we’ve only played poorly in one,” Winkeler
said. “We’ve played a lot of tougher teams
well so far.”
At 3-3 the Panthers are on track to build
momentum for their second season — the
Ohio Valley Conference schedule.
“Team unity is really the big strength on
this team right now,” Winkeler said. “They
definitely have a good ability to communicate.”
But when the team has little defense
against the powerful offenses of the OVC
communication doesn’t mean much. The
Panthers are seventh in the league in
attack percentage against and Eastern is
sixth in digs with 14.24 per game.
A defense is only as good as its blocking
corps and it’s an area the Panthers are
lacking.
“It sounds simple, but in order to block

well you have to have your hands above
the net and extended,” Winkeler said. “We
weren’t doing that all the time. It’s strange
because we were a great blocking team at
the beginning of the year, but last week we
didn’t do as well.”
Inconsistency is an unwanted side
effect of youth — which Winkeler expects
to be served in some capacity soon.
Freshman middle hitter Megan
Kennedy has shown improvement in
almost every game and averages 1.54 kills
per game, leading all freshmen. Freshman
Aja Kohlbecker served for the first time
last weekend and scored an ace.
Winkeler said libero Laura Schuette didn’t miss a beat while filling in for struggling sophomore standout Erica Gerth.
“They’re all contributing in some way or
another,” Winkeler said. “There’s a lot of
sparks there.”

Braviere:

S E P T. 1 1

McDuffie’s efforts
deserve praise, more
money

Games become memorial services

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

want to see what their Panthers did
in a particular sport, or what athletic event they should go to this
weekend.
I could see getting all over
McDuffie for his raise if he was
some idiot just going through the
motions from day to day, but he
isn’t.
Here is someone who is trying
to make this university better.
Now I’m not saying he’s the only
one, but he is probably the most
visible.
Maybe in two years the
University might regret giving
him this raise, I doubt it, but if he
keeps going at the rate he’s going
they might regret not giving him
an even bigger raise.

NEW YORK (AP) — They came for the
games and they came for each other, fans
and ballplayers from New York to San
Francisco, Americans standing together
through stirring ceremonies to remember
victims, honor heroes and make a statement
about the national spirit.
Yankee Stadium, the scene of so many
emotional moments in the aftermath of the
Sept. 11 attacks last year, felt like a giant
cathedral on the anniversary Wednesday
night. Many fans held hands or wrapped
their arms around each other and some shed
tears, as Yankees manager Joe Torre did,
when saxophonist Branford Marsalis played
“Taps.”
The Yankees unfurled a flag recovered
from the World Trade Center and unveiled a
memorial inscribed “We Remember,” in
Monument Park beyond the center field
fence. After the singing of “God Bless
America” and the national anthem fans
erupted with chants of “U-S-A, U-S-A.”
“We were tough and united right away
after the attacks a year ago, and this is a

Stu’s
Thursday

This day in Panther sports...
◆ 1992: No. 1-ranked Marshall defeats
football Panthers 63-28.
night when everyone can show how tough
and united we still are,” Torre said. “We don’t
need to relive what happened, but we need to
remember. I went through a range of emotions, from scared to mad to proud of how
the city and country was dealing with it.”
The monument in center field, Torre said,
“opens a book of memories and sadness
that’s not going to go away. ... It happened on
our turf. It seems like it happened 10 days
ago, 10 minutes ago.”
American flags flew at half-staff in every
ballpark. Songs such as “Imagine,” “I Will
Survive,” “Let it Be” and “Bridge Over
Troubled Water” played during batting practice instead of the usual bubblegum pop
music. And the electronic boards throughout
the country carried a simple message:
“We Shall Not Forget.”
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Need money for
clothes?

$150

Rail
Drink

50¢ A.S.S.

$8.ºº WINE BOTTLES
$1.00 WELL DRINKS
$2.ºº Bur ger and Fries
or Fried C hips
A d v e r t i s e

ATM

Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
money!

$2.

Every Thursday

Ladies Night
(Amaretto Stone Sour)
Tourney
$2 22oz. Bud Light Bottles Foosball
8:30 p.m.
$2 UV Vodka Mixers
Prizes Given Away From
Razor’s Edge and Jamacian Tan W I N E N I G H T
NEW STAFF::NEW ATTITUDE::NEW LOOK::NEW STUS
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Sophomore setter Lindsay Perkins sets during
practice Wednesday. Six matches into the season,
Perkins and the rest of the Panthers have bonded.

Help your business
BLOSSOM
581-2816

BIG

00

22 oz. Bottles

Bud, Bud Light, Miller
Light, and Coors Light

Lunch Special: Burger, Fries, & Draft ~

$2. 99

Attention Convertable
EIU 2002 Homecoming
Committee is looking for convertable
owners who would
be willing to volunteer and
drive their cars in
the Homecoming
Parade on Saturday October 12.
Please contact the student life office at
581-5117 by Tuesday September 17.

THANKS!
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A tune up for KSU
By Nate Bloomquist

“It doesn’t matter
who the team is
— it is a chance

SPORTS EDITOR

Kansas State had one of the toughest
Division I-A schedules in the country last
year, and head coach Bill Snyder believes
Eastern makes it tougher.
“They’ve got an offense that can do all
sorts of different formations and has a lot of
flexibility,” Snyder said. “They’re a really
well-coached team.”
But Snyder’s sugar coating stops there.
The Wildcats needed to play Eastern to get
another home game. The school’s athletic
department isn’t strapped for cash, but it is a
lower class citizen when compared to
wealthy Big 12 Conference foes Oklahoma,
Nebraska and Texas.
“When we scheduled USC on our schedule
we lost a home game,” Snyder said. “That’s
$1.2 million that we lose. So it’s worth it to us
to spend the money to play a I-A team.”
For Snyder and the Wildcats, Eastern is
another chance to prepare for the second
season — the conference schedule.
“It doesn’t really matter who we’re playing that’s the approach we take,” he said.
“Every week before (the conference schedule) is a chance to get ready like the preseason. We also use it as a chance to work our
backups because it’s a long season and we
have to have them ready. We’ll shuffle in
plenty of players this weekend.”
The Wildcats, who have no returning on
offense at the skilled positions from last
year’s 6-6 season proved plenty in a 48-3 win
over I-AA Western Kentucky two weeks ago

Question:

Special teams play will be a
key against Wildcats
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Bill Snyder
and a 68-0 win over I-A Louisiana-Monroe.
The offense is one of the Wildcats’ few
weaknesses – but like most I-A teams they
have plenty of depth to pick up the slack.
Snyder said his offense won’t be as big of a
challenge as Hawaii’s Run and Shoot formation.
“They are definitely a far better defense
than the game against Hawaii showed,”
Snyder said.
Simply by walking into KSU stadium the
odds are stacked against Eastern. The
Wildcats have won their last 36 games at
home against non-conference foes.
“Playing at home is something that’s
extremely important to us,” Snyder said. “So
we want to play as many home games as we
can each year.”
Ultimately the Wildcats will use the game
as a stepping stone.
“It’s always our approach in every single
ballgame to correct the mistakes that we’ve
made in the previous week,” Snyder said. “
This game will be no different.”
Spoo said. “So we’ve been working on that
and we’ve got a plan to make sure our punt
coverage is ready and we have good special
teams play.”
Whatever the outcome at Kansas State,
the Panthers are gearing up for the OVC
schedule.
“After this game, it is sort of another season,” Spoo said. “We want to win the league
title outright — that’s always been our No. 1
goal and so we’ll come back next week and
start working toward that.”

S T E P H E N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Senior tailback J.R. Taylor works behind a blocker during practice Tuesday. Kansas head
coach Bill Snyder said he was worried about the Panthers’ multi-faceted offense that Taylor
and a host of other upperclassmen lead.
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Cross Country at Bradley
Volleyball at Tiger Invitational
Men’s soccer at Appalachian St.6 p.m.
Women’s soccer vs. SW Mizzou 4 p.m. Lakeside Field
Football at Kansas St.
1:10 p.m.

FOOTBALL

Answering the $250,000 question
Kansas State pays
Panthers cash, but will
punishment follow?

◆

Anthony Braviere
S TA F F W R I T E R

The price is
right for
McDuffie
Good morning, sports fans.
I’ve ripped him before, but he’s
taken a lot of heat in the last
few days and I think its high
time someone came to his
defense.
Eastern’s Director of
Athletics Richard McDuffie
has taken his lumps over the
years in this space from me
about everything from the
Lantz Gymnasium improvements to the renovation of
Monier Field at Coaches
Stadium.
But when a guy does something right, I’ll be the first one
to pat him on the back, and he
does do a lot of things right
contrary to popular belief.
Look at all the improvements that have taken place
since he came to Eastern. Not
only in the facilities, but also in
caliber of play of Eastern’s athletic teams, which have won
numerous Ohio Valley
Conference titles, gone to four
NCAA tournaments and won
the OVC men’s points championship last year.
No, he’s not out there coaching the teams, nor is he out
there playing, but if anyone
believes he hasn’t played a
significant role in all of that
then, I have a bridge I can sell
you.
So he got an $11,000 raise
this year, so what? So he’s paid
considerably more than any
faculty member, so what?
McDuffie has done more for
the university than any other
person during his tenure has.
Ever since it became common knowledge that he
received that raise all hell has
broken loose over him getting
a raise while Eastern’s faculty
hasn’t.
Well, where do you think a
lot of the money for their
salaries comes from?
Sure, a lot of money gets
poured into the university
from tuition and fees. Think
about it, we, as students, have
to pay $100 each semester just
to sign up for classes.
Not take them, but just sign
up. All of that being said no
other department on campus
brings in as much money as
the athletic department on an
annual basis, and much of that
success has a lot to do with the
decisions and policies that
McDuffie has implemented in
his time at Eastern.
I can’t remember the last
time 7,000 people showed up to
watch a kid a give presentation
in a biology class, but all of
those people show up to watch
Panther football every weekend.
Nobody cares how good we
are in some academic department. All people really care
about are the athletic teams
and how good they are. Why do
you think almost everyone who
picks up a Daily Eastern News
everyday reads the sports section?
To see who did what yesterday in an art class? No, they
SEE BRAVIERE
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By Nate Bloomquist

Matchup breakdown
Eastern
Panthers

at

Kansas St.
Wildcats

(0-1)

(2-0)

SPORTS EDITOR
W H E N : 1:10 p.m., Saturday
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Junior tailback Andre Raymond runs the ball in practice Tuesday. The
odds are stacked against Raymond and his teammates when the Panthers
travel to Kansas State.

TOP

Sure Eastern’s getting $250,000
to take a pounding this weekend at
Kansas State.
But what about suffering and the
risk of losing a key player that
would put the Panthers out of the
hunt for the Ohio Valley
Conference title?
How much would the Wildcats
pay for Eastern’s pain and suffering.
Panther head coach Bob Spoo is
no personal injury lawyer, but he’s
got all that taken care of.
As was the case in Hawaii last
weekend, health will be Spoo’s No.
1 concern.
“They’re a very physical team
and that’s a big concern for us,”
Spoo said. “They play with a high
level of intensity.”
Sophomore split end Brandon
Robinson is questionable for
Saturday’s 1:10 p.m. game in
Manhattan, Kan. Sophomore cornerback Vince Lewis won’t be traveling with the team because he has
a pulled stomach. Senior cornerback Obinno Coley is also staying
home with a back injury.
Spoo doesn’t want to add any
more to that list.
But that’s not all Spoo is worried
about. A bruised morale is an
injury that can’t be healed by any
trainer and it’s something the
Panthers could face after suffering
a pair of blowout losses to start the
season.

W H E R E : Manhattan, Kan.
KEYS TO THE GAME
◆ Kansas St.: The Wildcats have no returning skilled players on offense from last
year’s 6-6 team.
◆ Eastern: Head coach Bob Spoo said his
main concern is to keep the Panthers
healthy and to eliminate big plays.

“If we start out 0-2 and win out
and don’t get a home game because
we weren’t high enough in the
rankings then so be it,” Spoo said.
“That’s just the way the cards fell
and there isn’t much we can do
about it.”
The Panthers can control the
ball. Eastern was successful for
one quarter against Hawaii at
accomplishing that goal. The
Warriors trailed 6-3 after one period before a 30-3 run.
“Hawaii was an anomaly,” Spoo
said. “We controlled the ball and
then we got our fannies kicked
because we made mistakes. That’s
what we’ve got to do this weekend
— we’ve got to stop the big plays.
We gave up big plays in every
aspect.”
Spoo expects an attack from
every angle at Kansas State.
Hawaii threw a more one-dimensional passing offense at Eastern.
The Wildcats have a refined, balanced attack that covers special
SEE QUESTION
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CAT

“Jimmy’s energy and high level of play adds an extra dimension to our team.” — Adam Howarth

Klatter makes plenty of noise
◆ Freshman quick to make impact for soccer team
By Matthew Stevens
S TA F F W R I T E R

The definition of the word clatter is to cause a loud stir or
sound,and freshman sensation soccer forward Jimmy Klatter has
certainly done so since signing
with Eastern last summer.
The Eastern men’s soccer program is also certainly grateful that
he decided to bring his incredible
talent to Charleston.
“Jimmy’s energy and high level
of play adds an extra dimension to
our team,” said head coach Adam
Howarth.
Klatter decided to sign on the
dotted line with Eastern for many
reasons, but the main reason was
the conference in which the
Panthers compete.
“(Eastern) competes against
quality teams in every game they
play and that’s how I and the team
will improve,” Klatter said.
Jimmy showed his skills in the
season opener by scoring two
goals, including the game winner
against Northern Illinois Sunday.
Klatter is one of only three freshmen in the Panther starting lineup.
The Geneva native ended his
high school career with two allstate nominations, 55 goals and 34
assists. However, the pace of play
is drastically different from high
school to college soccer.
The Panther coaching staff was
looking for a player of Klatter’s
caliber to start producing immediately.
“Jimmy is a great prospect and I

looked for him to come in and contribute right away,” Howarth said.
“He has a great love of the game,
that’s an attribute vital to our success here at Eastern.”
On the personal side, Klatter
respects and idolizes the current
four-time Tour de France winner
American Lance Armstrong. Like
many other people he is amazed by
the famous cyclist’s triumph over
testicular cancer and radiation
treatment.
“Anybody that can have that
kind of perseverance, you have to
respect that,” Klatter said. “I try to
emulate him but I’m nowhere near
the level of Lance Armstrong.”
Klatter’s father has been a major
part of his soccer career. He had a
great love for soccer and his family continued to be supportive of
both of their children’s dreams.
“My dad has been great because
he has always been supportive in
my soccer and that’s really important,” said Klatter.
Jimmy isn’t the only member of
the Klatter family to compete in
collegiate soccer. He has an older
sister that starts at Louisiana State
University. The two had several
conversations before Jimmy
moved to Charleston and he
learned how to enjoy the experience.
“She just told me to not be nervous and take in the entire experience because college is so much
fun,” Klatter said.
The entire team including
Jimmy
enjoys
playing
for
Howarth. The coaching staff has

C A I T L I N B U L L I S / A S S O C I AT E P H O T O E D I T O R

Freshman Jimmy Klatter was quick to make an impact on the soccer team
after he scored two goals in only his second collegiate game.
explained to Jimmy that his speed
is an aspect that the 2001 team was
desperately lacking.
“Coach Howarth is great
because he is very flexible with letting everybody play the way they
feel confident,” Klatter said. “I
work well with (Jason Thompson)
and the other guys make it easy to

adjust.”
Klatter said the Panther men’s
soccer fans can certainly expect
more success than their last place
pre-season conference ranking
would suggest.
“We are going to turn some
heads this season because we are
better than last year,” he said.

